
HomeWorks QS
Unparalleled total home control



In 1962, Joel Spira patented his invention, the  
solid-state dimmer, and in doing so took how we 
use lighting to another level. Lighting suddenly 
became more than “on” or “off.”  Creating the right 
mood became as important as simply illuminating  
a space. And good lighting evolved into as much  
of an interior design element as colour, textures,  
and accessories. 

Today, Joel’s Spira’s company, Lutron Electronics, 
is a worldwide leader in lighting controls. We 
hold thousands of patents and are known for our 
innovation, quality, and, above all, our service to  
our customers.

HomeWorks QS provides sophisticated control  
of your surroundings, every hour of the day. 

HomeWorks QS, designed for exclusive homes, seamlessly integrates the control of 
electric light and daylight, as well as integrates with audio visual and HVAC systems.

Light Control
Create just the right light for any activity  
or set moods in specific areas of your  
home – all at the touch of a button. 

Blind Control
Use the sun to your advantage with  
automated blinds. Convert harsh glare into  
soft, pleasing light, while preserving your view.

Temperature Control
Adjust heating or cooling systems any time  
of day, even while you’re away from home.

Audio Control
Fill a room with great sounding music.

Introducing

Discover total home control
HomeWorks QS
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Bedroom page 12

Turn all of your house lights off with one button 
press from the comfort of your bed. You can create 
the ideal light for reading or watching TV, too.

TV room page 10

Create a scene with lights and music for specific 
occasions, such as entertaining friends.  

Entryway page 4

The geofencing feature ensures you’ll always 
come home to a well-lit house.

Kitchen page  8

Use the “Morning” button on your Palladiom 
keypad to raise lights and blinds as you prepare 
breakfast. Or adjust lights and blinds to set the 
mood for a quiet dinner. 

Living room page 6

Stay comfortable as things heat up during the day. 
Lower Palladiom blinds from a Palladiom keypad 
and turn the temperature down a few degrees 
right from a coordinating thermostat. 

Bathroom page 14

An occupancy/vacancy sensor automatically turns 
lights off when you leave the room, saving energy. 
Other controls, such as dimmers and blinds, let 
you create soft or task lighting.

Outdoor living page 16

Dim exterior lights for barbecues and outdoor 
dining, with one touch of a button.

Experience the benefit room by room
From the moment you walk through the door, to the time you turn in for the night,  
HomeWorks QS orchestrates your lights, blinds, HVAC and more for any task or mood. 
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Entryway
Walking into a dark home is a thing of the past with HomeWorks QS. When you 
arrive home in the evening, entrance and specific interior lights will automatically 
turn on, thanks to geofencing.  

Rectangular Palladiom keypad in Satin Nickel

The geofencing feature in the Lutron Connect app controls 
lights based on your location. It can turn lights on when you  
arrive home and will notify you if you’ve left lights on  
when you leave. 

You can also use a keypad next to an entryway to 
conveniently control lights.
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Living room
Create a cosy, welcoming atmosphere for relaxing with family on the weekend or 
before friends arrive for drinks and nibbles.  

Block midday glare with one touch of a Palladiom keypad, while 
conveniently controlling temperature with the Palladiom thermostat.

Palladiom blinds, thermostat, and keypads complement one 
another, for a sleek, coordinated aesthetic.

Palladiom keypad in Satin Nickel
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Palladiom shading system bracket 
in Satin Nickel

Palladiom thermostat in Satin Nickel



Kitchen
Your kitchen is the heart of your home. It’s the place where you start your day 
with an espresso or create your signature dish. Here, you can brighten recessed 
downlights and under-cabinet lights for cooking, then adjust island lights to a more 
subdued setting for dining.   

Rather than having a row of switches lined up on the wall, eliminate wall clutter 
with the Palladiom keypad, which provides subtle elegance for any space.

Square Palladiom keypad  
in Clear Black Glass

Remote control
Place the battery-powered Pico remote on a tabletop or use it as a hand-held 
remote. You can also mount it to any wall surface for an additional point of 
control (no wiring required).
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TV room
Whether you’re enjoying a romantic night in, or hosting a small party with friends, 
start the evening off with a playlist that suits the occasion. 

You can incorporate audio into “scenes”—preset light, blind, and temperature 
levels that you can recall at the touch of a button. 

You can also easily control any Sonos Home Sound System, or other select 
audio system, from the Pico remote for audio.

And you can integrate HomeWorks QS with your entertainment system, so you 
can conveniently control audio visual equipment with a button press.  

Control from anywhere
HomeWorks QS brings the connected home to your fingertips. You can  
easily check and change the status of lights, blinds, and temperature  
from anywhere.
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Bedroom
A great way to start your morning is waking up to a soft, gentle light. What makes 
that morning even better is when you don’t have to get out of bed to control that 
light. With a HomeWorks QS tabletop keypad on a bedside table, you can adjust 
lights – and blinds – from the comfort of your bed.

Before you retire for the night, turn all the house lights off with the “Goodnight” 
button. Not only can you control the lights that surround you, but also the lights  
in other areas of your house – so you can rest assured no lights are left on, 
wasting energy.

RF seeTouch tabletop keypad in Midnight

Morning

Accent

Reading

Fireplace

TV

Lamps

Downlights

Evening

Late Night

Goodnight

All On All Off
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Radio Powr Savr occupancy sensor

All On

Morning

Relax

All Off

Signature Series keypad in White

Bathroom
Controls in your bathroom give you the ability to create a spa-like atmosphere –  
the perfect setting for a soothing bath or for softening the transition into your  
morning routine. 

With one button press on a keypad, you can brighten overhead lights just 
enough for starting your day, or dim them for soaking in the tub when you want 
to unwind. 

To ensure lights aren’t inadvertently left on, add an occupancy sensor. The 
sensor automatically turns lights on when you enter the room, then turns them 
off when you leave.
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Outdoor living
Your garden is like another room. And with HomeWorks QS, you can have the 
same subtle control of lighting outside as well as in. Adjust lights for drinks, 
barbecues, or relaxing by the pool on a warm summer evening. And use lights to 
dramatise architectural features and foundation plantings.

You can also use the timeclock to automatically turn on landscape and exterior 
lighting at dusk, dim it after you’ve gone to bed, and turn it off at sunrise. 

4-button Pico wireless control
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Please note that colours and finishes are representative and not exact matches.  
To order a colour sample please contact your HomeWorks QS installer.

seeTouch keypad without insert

Signature Series 
keypad

Architrave keypad*
(door narrow)

*  Cannot be ganged with other 
architectural-style keypads

seeTouch keypad with insert

Control styles
You can choose keypad styles to complement a room’s look and feel, and to coordinate with 
the overall design of your home. 
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Architectural

Wireless controls

Palladiom keypad (U.S.)

3-button Pico  
wireless control

2-button Pico  
wireless control 

Palladiom keypad GRAFIK T QS Slider

Morning

Accent

Reading

Fireplace

TV

Lamps

Downlights

Evening

Late Night

Goodnight

All On All Off

RF seeTouch tabletop keypad in Midnight

Images are not to scale. Images are not to scale.

Palladiom thermostat

Architrave keypad*
(door wide)

4-button Pico  
wireless control



Daytime

Evening

Late Night

Cleanup

Choose an existing custom design 
Review options at lutron.com/CustomControls, then contact our customer service 
team for additional options. You can customise color, finish, and engraving on an 
existing custom design. 

Create your own custom design 
Send us a sketch or mark-up of an image of an existing Lutron control, then contact 
our customer service team to start a conversation. We will work with you on your 
idea’s design parameters and feasibility.  

Images are not to scale.

Control colours
No matter what your aesthetics, we have a colour for you.
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White (WH)

Arctic White (AW)* 

Light Almond (LA)

Almond (AL)

Beige (BE)

Ivory (IV)

Taupe (TP)

Grey (GR)

Argentum (AR)*

Sienna (SI)

Brown (BR)

Black (BL)

Mica (MC)*

Architectural matte

Bright Brass (BB)

Satin Brass (SB)

Bright Chrome (BC)

Satin Chrome (SC)

Bright Nickel (BN)

Satin Nickel (SN)

Gold Plated (AU)

Antique Bronze (QZ)**

Antique Brass (QB)**

Clear Anodized  
Aluminium (CLA)**
Brass Anodized  
Aluminium (BRA)**
Black Anodized  
Aluminium (BLA)**

Polished Graphite (PG)***

Clear White Glass

Clear Black Glass†

Architectural metals

   *  International seeTouch keypads are available  
in Architectural Metal finishes as well as these 
Architectural Matte finishes. 

 ** Not available for Palladiom.
*** Available for Palladiom keypad and thermostat only.

†   Available for only GRAFIK T QS Sliders,  
Palladiom keypads, and Palladiom thermostats

Glass

Available as Clear White Glass and  
Clear Black Glass with white back

Customisation
We understand that standard options do not always fit the bill, which is why we offer 
custom keypads. 

Custom Metal Faceplate  
for Signature Series

Custom 1-Button  
Palladiom Keypad

Contact customcontrols@lutron.com or EACustSvc@lutron.com for more information.



All blinds provide quiet control and precise alignment. 

Roller Blinds
Lutron roller blinds complement both traditional 
and contemporary designs and are available  
in different sizes to accommodate the  
needs of any room. (Battery-powered  
options are available.)

Traditional Curtain Systems
Lutron curtain track systems electronically operate 
pinch pleat or ripplefold curtains to elegantly 
provide quiet, convenient control of daylight.

Our custom-made window treatments are available in a variety of fabrics, including sheer, dim-out, 
blackout, and soft fabrics. We also offer woven woods (for Roman blinds) and painted or stained 
wood or aluminium (for wood blinds). In addition, we can make blinds from your own material.

Insulating Honeycomb Blinds
Honeycomb blinds add richness to a space with 
their luxurious textures, as well as depth, thanks to 
their cellular design—which also provides superior 
insulation. (Battery-powered options are available.)

Palladiom Roller Blinds
Palladiom roller blinds feature exposed bracket 
hardware designed specifically to be seen. The 
bracket, together with the roller tube’s slender 
profile and carefully balanced bottom rail, take this 
distinctly crafted solution to new heights.

Blind styles
Our motorised blinds are available in a variety of styles, giving you options for every room in 
your home. 
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Roman Blinds
Our Roman blind systems allow for more reliable, 
smoother, and virtually silent movement of Roman 
blinds. These systems also offer the most fabric 
options; you can use any fabric you want for  
these blinds.  

Horizontal Sheer Blinds
These blinds pair the soft elegance of a sheer with 
the precise control of a blind. Sheer layers also 
offer privacy, even when vanes are open.



Tensioned Blinds
Our tensioned blinds provide solutions for  
skylights and angled windows. They reduce  
light gaps around fabric and maximise the view 
when opened by eliminating cable guides that  
are typical in skylight blinds. 

Now you’ve seen how HomeWorks QS can enhance the quality of your life. An investment 
in HomeWorks QS gives you the ability to control the light, audio visual systems,  
and temperature throughout your whole home, any time of day, from any location.

The question is not whether you need this level  
of convenience and control. The question is why  
you would accept anything less. 

HomeWorks QS
Unparalleled Total Home Control

Because we have the highest confidence in the quality of our products, we back  
HomeWorks QS with an 8-year warranty. And our technical specialists are available  
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

When you invest in Lutron, your light levels will always be constant, thanks to our patented 
RTISS (Real Time Illumination Stability System). Our products are designed and rigorously 
tested to survive extreme electrical conditions, such as power surges and lightning strikes. 
And with Clear Connect technology – our latest advancement in reliable radio frequency 
communication – HomeWorks QS is suitable for existing homes or new construction.

The Lutron difference

Blind styles
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Kirbé Vertical Curtain System
The Kirbé vertical curtain system smoothly pulls 
fabric up and completely out of the way, providing 
greater access to windows and view and by 
eliminating stackback – the mass of fabric that 
gathers as traditional curtains are opened. 

Wood Blinds with  
Independent Lift and Tilt
Wood blinds are an attractive and effective  
way to ensure privacy, while still allowing sunlight 
to filter a space. Only Lutron wood blinds with 
Independent Lift and Tilt can offer precision 
alignment of both tilt and lift position between 
multiple blinds. 
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